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R topics documented:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>translate</td>
<td>Translate English words into Chinese, or translate Chinese words into English</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Description

When you pass in a vector consisting of an English or Chinese words, this function will calls the Youdao translation open API for R to return the corresponding type of Chinese or English representation.

Usage

```r
translate(x)
```

Arguments

- `x` A vector made up of English or Chinese words

Value

A vector made up of Chinese or English words

Examples

```r
# Example-1
translate("apple")

# Example-2
x <- c("apple", "banana", "pear", "I love you")
translate(x)
```
translate_full

Translate words into English or Chinese with more information

Description
When you pass in a vector consisting of an English or Chinese words, this function will calls the Youdao translation open API for R to return the corresponding type of Chinese or English representation. Compare to translate function, this function can get more useful translation information.

Usage
translate_full(x)

Arguments
x A vector made up of English or Chinese words

Value
A list made up of Chinese or English words

Examples

# Example-1
translate_full("apple")

# Example-2
x <- c("apple", "banana", "pear", "I love you")
translate_full(x)

translate_view
Open a Youdao website browse translation results

Description
When you pass in a vector consisting of an English or Chinese words, this function will Open Youdao website browse translation results.

Usage
translate_view(x)

Arguments
x A vector made up of English or Chinese words
Value

Not print any result but open a website

Examples

# Example-1
translate_view("apple")

# Example-2
x <- c("apple", "banana", "pear", "I love you")
translate_view(x)
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